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Abstract

A new pulse sequence, long-range CPMG-adjusted heteronuclear single quantum coherence (LR-CAHSQC), is proposed for the

determination of long-range JCH coupling constants from a long-range 1H–13C correlation experiment. The long-range heteronu-

clear coupling constants can be directly extracted from COSY-type antiphase peak patterns. The current approach utilizes CPMG-

sequences for polarization transfer, and thus avoids the evolution of homonuclear JHH couplings, which normally may introduce

abnormalities into the cross peak pattern. The differences between LR-CAHSQC and normal LR-HSQC are discussed.

� 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Long-range heteronuclear 1H–13C coupling constants

provide valuable information about molecular structure

and conformation. Therefore, a multitude of techniques

to extract long-range heteronuclear coupling constants

from different types of NMR spectra have been devel-

oped. A common approach is to utilize long-range 1H–
13C correlation experiments, which allow the detection

of spectra with a good sensitivity combined with good
resolution. Here, a traditional tool is HMBC [1], which

can provide qualitative information about the long-

range heteronuclear couplings. However, accurate cou-

pling constant measurements with HMBC sequences are

relatively difficult, as homonuclear JHH evolution causes

twisted correlation peak shapes [2–5].

An alternative approach is to utilize long-range

versions of HSQC [6–8]. In principle, with HSQC-
based techniques, the correlation peak shapes can be

improved, as no JHH evolution takes place during t1.
Improved phase properties allow the use of normal
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1D spectra as a reference in favorable cases. However,

the JHH evolution is active during the long polarization
transfer delays of the INEPT, and some of the magne-

tization will be transferred to homonuclear multiple-

quantum coherence [9]. This coherence can become

observable later in the pulse sequence and contribute to

the multiplet shape making the coupling constant eval-

uation more difficult (vide infra).

The CPMG-pulse train [10,11] is commonly applied

in T2-relaxation measurements [12–15]. In addition,
under certain experimental conditions, the J-evolution

during the CPMG pulse train can be avoided [16,17].

When CPMG-sequence is conducted simultaneously on

two heterospins (CPMG–INEPT), the heteronuclear

couplings will evolve, but homonuclear coupling (JHH)

evolution is suppressed. We have adapted CPMG-se-

quence to replace the INEPT periods of LR-HSQC. In

the current CPMG-based approach, the JHH evolution is
effectively suppressed during polarization transfer peri-

ods, and long-range 1H–13C correlation spectra can be

acquired with good intensity and clean phase properties.

The original CPMG-train with a single phase for the

180� pulses focuses the magnetization along the same

axis along which the pulses are applied, but quickly
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Fig. 1. Pulse sequence for LR-CAHSQC in which INEPT is replaced

by a CPMG-train (a) and LR-HSQC with normal INEPT (b). Narrow

and thick bars represents the 90� and 180� RF-pulses, respectively. The

90� pulse durations are 6.0 ls for 1H and 11.6ls for 13C. The unfilled

rectangle represents a spin-lock pulse (1.5ms). The pulse phases are

along x if not indicated otherwise. Phase cycles are: /1 ¼ fx;�xg,
/2 ¼ fx; x;�x;�xg, and /R ¼ fx;�x;�x; xg. The pulse phases in the

XY-16 sequence are: fx; y; x; y; y; x; y; x;�x;�y;�x;�y;�y;�x;
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dephases the magnetization on the other cartesian co-
ordinate axes due to the spatial inhomogeneity of B1-

field. As the polarization is transferred from the proton

in-phase term Hy to the antiphase term HxCz, the ap-

plied CPMG-sequence should be equally effective re-

gardless of the magnetization orientation on the

cartesian coordinates. Therefore, the XY-16 sequence

[18], which preserves the magnetization on all axes, was

selected for its usefulness on polarization transfer and
suppression of JHH couplings. The influence of homo-

nuclear Hartmann–Hahn transfer [19] is also discussed.

It should be noted that CPMG–INEPT transfer

should not be mixed with HEHAHA [20–22], as the

Hartmann–Hahn condition cHB1H ¼ cCB1C needs not to

be fulfilled, and the polarization transfer from proton to

carbon is purely due to the JCH evolution. The concept

presented here has been previously applied to the
HSQC-experiments involving 31P as a X-nuclei [23], and

to biomolecules to improve the detection of fast-ex-

changing protons [24,25], but to the best of our

knowledge has not been used for heteronuclear multiple-

bond correlation spectroscopy.

�y;�xg. The delays D1 and D2 in the double-tuned low-pass filter are

tuned for 169 and 145Hz, respectively. The long-range polarization

transfer delay D in LR-HSQC is optimized to correspond the average
nJCH coupling constant in sucrose. The s is set to approximately 200ls
for LR-CAHSQC. The number of cycles (n) in LR-CAHSQC is set so

that the duration of consecutive XY-16 cycles equals with long-range

polarization transfer delay D, and s is further fine-tuned in order to

fulfill this condition. The pulsed field gradients are represented by half-

ellipses. The PFG duration is 1ms, with a recovery delay of 100ls,
thus giving 1.1ms for the delay d. The applied PFG strengths are:

g1 ¼ 48G/cm, g2 ¼ 12G/cm, sg1 ¼ 36:6G/cm, sg2 ¼ 42:2G/cm,

sg3 ¼ 30G/cm, and sg4 ¼ 25G/cm (sg¼ spoiler gradient). Quadrature

detection in the F1-dimension is accomplished with a gradient-based

echo–antiecho method by inverting the sign of g1. The axial peak

displacement is achieved with the States–TPPI method by inverting the

phases /1 and /R on every second increment of t1.
2. Description of the method

The pulse sequence for LR-CAHSQC is presented in

Fig. 1a. The pulse sequence for LR-CAHSQC is essen-

tially similar to LR-HSQC (Fig. 1b), but the INEPT

polarization transfer has been replaced with a CPMG-

sequence. The suppression of one-bond correlations is

carried out using a double-tuned low-pass PFG-z-filter

[26]. Polarization is transferred from proton to carbon
using CPMG–INEPT period matched for heteronuclear

long-range couplings. The CPMG–INEPT period con-

sists of a number of XY-16 sequences with total dura-

tion of 1/(2 nJCH). In order to avoid the evolution of the

JHH couplings during the CPMG–INEPT periods, it is

essential to select the s delay short enough.

According to a homonuclear two-spin study by Wells

and Gutowsky [27], it is possible to suppress the evo-
lution of the JHH couplings during CPMG-pulse train by

fast 180� pulse repetition. For a successful suppression

of the JHH evolution, the delay s should be smaller than

1=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J2 þ Dm2

p
Þ. For weakly coupled spin systems, the

approximated condition s < 1=ð2DmmaxÞ, where Dmmax is

largest shift difference of the coupled spins encountered,

is sufficient. The lower limit of s is defined by the duty

cycle at which the spectrometer can operate safely. It
should be noted that from the point of suppression of

J-evolution, a low B0 field strength can be considered

beneficial, because the reduced Dmmax value enables ef-

ficient suppression of J-evolution without need for very

short s-values, thus leading to a lower duty cycle.

Although the JHH coupling evolution is suppressed

during the CPMG-sequence, polarization is transferred
between protons by homonuclear Hartmann–Hahn

transfer [28–30]. According to the study of Braun-

schweiler and Ernst [28], a closely spaced 180� pulse

train is quite effective at such transfer, and polarization

will be transferred between protons of HH0 spin system

through J-coupling by isotropic mixing:

Hx !
HJsm

1=2Hx 1
�

þ cos 2pJHH0sm
� ��

þ 1=2H0
x 1
�

� cos 2pJHH0sm
� ��

þ HyH
0
z

�
�HzH

0
y

�
sin 2pJHH0sm

� �
; ð1Þ

where H is the isotropic mixing Hamiltonian and sm is

the mixing time. Thus, Hartmann–Hahn transfer be-

tween protons can be expected during the CPMG–IN-

EPT period. Because the shift difference between

carbons and protons is very large, the J-suppression
does not apply to couplings between proton and carbon.

Consequently, heteronuclear coupling is active, and the
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antiphase proton magnetization is formed through het-
eronuclear long-range coupling. When considering the

HH0C spin system (JHH0 , JCH 6¼ 0 and JCH0 ¼ 0), and

taking the homonuclear Hartmann–Hahn transfer dur-

ing delay D into account, the magnetization after the

LR-CAHSQC is described by

1=2HyCz 1
�

þ cos 2pJHH0D
� ��

� sin pJCHDð Þ cos XCt1ð Þ: ð2Þ

For comparison, Eq. (3) presents the observable mag-

netization for HH0C spin system (JHH0 , JCH 6¼ 0, and
JCH0 ¼ 0) after LR-HSQC pulse sequence

�HyCz sin pJCHDð Þ cos pJHH0D
� �

cos XCt1ð Þ: ð3Þ
When comparing Eqs. (2) and (3), it is evident that the

sign of the observable term in LR-HSQC is dependent

on the JHH0=Jopt ratio, where the Jopt corresponds to the

average nJCH coupling constant used for the definition of

polarization transfer delay. The sign of the term will

change when the ratio crosses unity. For the LR-
CAHSQC the sign of the term remains the same re-

gardless of ratio JHH0=Jopt (Fig. 2). The sign of the term

correlates to the phase of the correlation peak, and thus

with LR-HSQC the phase will be shifted by 180�, if the
JHH0=Jopt ratio is larger than 1.

Furthermore, in the case of LR-HSQC, additional

protons coupled to the observed proton with JHH0s

approximately similar to Jopt may result in development
of more complex magnetization during the INEPT-pe-

riod, which can render observable in a later stage of the

pulse sequence and contribute to the correlation peak

shape. The observable magnetization after LR-HSQC

arising from the HH0H00C spin system (JHH0 , J
HH00 ,

JCH 6¼ 0 and JCH0 , J
CH00 ¼ 0) is presented as
Fig. 2. Plot showing the size of the HyCz term (HH0C spin system) for

LR-CAHSQC (Eq. (2)) and LR-HSQC (Eq. (3)) as a function of the

JHH0=Jopt ratio. JHH0 is the homonuclear coupling constant, and Jopt is
the heteronuclear coupling constant for which the polarization transfer

delay is optimized. In both cases the intensity is zero when

JHH0=Jopt ¼ 1. For the LR-HSQC the sign of the HyCz term is de-

pendent on the ratio, but for the LR-CAHSQC the sign is always

positive.
�HyCz sin pJCHDð Þ cos pJHH0D cos pJ
HH00D

� cos XCt1ð Þ þHyH
0
zH

00
zCz sin pJCHDð Þ sin pJHH0D

� �

� sin pJ
HH00D

� �
sin pJHH0 t1

� �
sin pJ

HH00 t1
� �

cos XCt1ð Þ:
ð4Þ

When JHH0 � J
HH00 � Jopt, the term HyH

0
zH

00
zCz can sig-

nificantly contribute to the multiplet pattern in the

spectrum, while the desired magnetization described by

the term HyCz will approach zero. In summary, these

effects in LR-HSQC may severely interfere the spectral

quality, and result a spectrum with distorted lineshapes.
3. Results and discussion

The correlation peak shape characteristic and cou-

pling constant evaluation using LR-HSQC and LR-

CAHSQC methods were examined by comparing the

spectra of sucrose (Fig. 3). The spectra were measured

with long-range polarization transfer delay optimized
for 5, 10, and 15Hz (¼ Jopt). With these values no phase

alteration of the correlation peak due to the heteronu-

clear long-range coupling evolution is possible, but

the effect of homonuclear couplings on the phase of

the peak can be monitored. The spectra were phased

according to the CIII,HI peak (3JCH), as the HI proton

does not have any homonuclear coupling partners. The

1D reference spectra were constructed by subtracting
two 1H spectra with frequency offsets of +JCH/2 and
Fig. 3. 500MHz LR-CAHSQC spectrum of sucrose. The experimental

details are described in the text and in the caption of Fig. 1.
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)JCH/2 [2]. The JCH coupling values were acquired from
the literature [31]. In a true situation for a molecule with

unknown couplings, the nJCH is determined by iterative

manner; e.g., by changing the trial JCH and monitoring

when the deviation between trial reference spectrum and

F2-projection is minimum.

A general inspection shows no difference in the sen-

sitivity and qualitative information between the LR-

HSQC and LR-CAHSQC spectra. However, a closer
examination reveals some anomalies in LR-HSQC

spectra. Expansions of two long-range correlation

peaks, CI,HIII (3JCH) and C6,H4 (3JCH), and their be-

havior as the function of Jopt are shown in Fig. 4. The
Fig. 4. Expansions of 2D long-range correlation spectra of sucrose

obtained with LR-HSQC (a and c) and LR-CAHSQC (b and d) pulse

sequences. The spectra are plotted at the same intensity levels. For the

negative signals, only one contour level is shown. The F2-projection is

shown on top of the spectrum (solid line), and the simulated reference

spectrum is plotted with a dashed line. The expansions are from the

CI,HIII (3JCH ¼ 3:2Hz) correlation peak of LR-HSQC (a) and

LR-CAHSQC (b) spectra, and from the C6,H4 (3JCH ¼ 3:5Hz) cor-

relation peak of LR-HSQC (c) and LR-CAHSQC (d) spectra opti-

mized for the heteronuclear long-range couplings of 5, 10, and 15Hz

(Jopt). Homonuclear vicinal couplings found from the proton reso-

nances are 7.8Hz (HIII,HIV) and 9.4Hz (H4,H3;5).
phase properties of the doublet signal (HIII) in
LR-HSQC spectra (Fig. 4a) are good in spectrum opti-

mized for Jopt ¼ 15Hz and the long-range 1H–13C cou-

pling can be easily obtained using a reference spectrum

constructed from a normal 1H spectrum. In the spectrum

recorded with Jopt ¼ 5Hz, the phase is shifted by 180� as
was anticipated by the Fig. 2. This can be an unexpected

surprise when forming the reference spectrum, but the

coupling constant can still be extracted accurately.
However, when the Jopt is close to the homonuclear

coupling constant (10Hz), the shape of the correlation

peak does not match with the reference spectrum and

accurate evaluation of coupling constant is difficult.

Accordingly, the phase properties of the triplet peak of

H4 in LR-HSQC spectrum (Fig. 4c) are good when

spectrum is acquired with Jopt of 5Hz, and the coupling

constant can be easily evaluated. Again, when Jopt
(10Hz) approaches the value of homonuclear coupling

constant (9.4Hz), the phase of the resulting correlation

peak does not agree with the reference spectrum, i.e., the

correlation peak multiplet is antiphase with respect to

both JHH and JCH coupling, as expected according to the

Eq. (4) (the term HyH
0
zH

00
zCz dominates). Furthermore,

the phase anomaly is still present in the spectrum opti-

mized for long-range coupling of 15Hz. The phase
characteristics of the LR-CAHSQC spectra (Figs. 4b and

d) are good regardless of the Jopt, and therefore the

coupling constant evaluation is straightforward.

In conclusion, the LR-CAHSQC is more tolerant to

the phase anomalies caused by homonuclear coupling

than normal LR-HSQC, and thus less attention to the

size of homonuclear coupling need to be paid when

planning suitable Jopt for the experiment. The evalu-
ation of long-range coupling constants can be per-

formed by employing a normal 1H spectrum as the

reference spectrum or, in feasible cases when line

width is smaller, directly from the antiphase peak

separation.
4. Experimental

The experiments were performed at 300K with a

Bruker DRX-500 NMR spectrometer equipped with a

5-mm broadband inverse probehead with z-gradient.

The sucrose sample was prepared by dissolving 68mg of

sucrose in 0.5ml of 99.5%-deuterated D2O.

The LR-CAHSQC and LR-HSQC spectra from su-

crose were acquired by measuring 16 scans per incre-
ment, with total of 500 increments. The number of

dummy scans was 64. A squared cosine window func-

tion was applied on both dimensions prior to Fourier

transform. The size of transformed spectrum was

8k � 1k. All spectra were phased by reference to the

HI,CIII correlation peak, so as to give an antiphase peak

shape resulting from the 3JCH coupling.
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